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Dr. Brij Bhushan Joshi is a well known name in the field of hand surgery recognised nationally as well as internationally. He obtained his medical education from the prestigious K. E. M. Medical College in Lahore. Later, he got his degree from Grant Medical College and Sir J. J. Group of Hospitals, Mumbai. He wears the cap of being the first MS in Orthopedics in India. After completing his education, he started his active career at the Lady Irwin Hospital, Delhi. He was the youngest chief of surgery there. In 1962, he returned to Mumbai and joined M. G. M. Hospital in Parel and worked there till 1986, the year of his retirement. Being an E. S. I. S. Hospital, this hospital gave him the opportunity to treat many patients with a full spectrum of work-related injuries including crushing and mutilating injuries. Due to lack of any formal training in hand surgery in India, he improvised his own techniques and skills to manage these unique problems. He was one of the very few surgeons, who initiated hand surgery in trauma in India in 1970.[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]

Dr. B. B. Joshi was a master hand surgeon and was totally dedicated to his work. What made him stand out from other surgeons at that time was his ability to innovate and apply his ideas. Working at a hospital where his patients were factory/industrial workers with injured and crushed hands, he decided to entirely focus on hand surgery. One of these patients was blind with injured fingertips, "blinding" him twice. As he could neither see nor touch. Dr. Joshi was inspired to innovate sensory skin flaps and restore sensitivity on the fingertips, helping the visually impaired patient regain tactile "sight" and therefore reducing his disability. It was this incident that led him to design a variety of sensory flaps for fingertips and mutilated hands, which would be considered an important peak in Dr. Joshi\'s career. He designed several sensory flaps for fingertip injuries, which was of extraordinary help in such visually impaired patients. He presented his work on sensory flaps in an international meeting in 1973, which was appreciated by all renowned surgeons from all over the world. He realized the importance of international collaboration, and as early as 1979, he organized an "Afro-Asian Hand Meeting" and emphasized the need of a regional hand surgery group.

He also realized the importance of postoperative splintage and physiotherapy in hand surgery to get optimum results in hand surgery. He used simple scrap materials to make economical and indigenous splints for various disorders of hand. His ability to creatively use the resources he had around him led him to develop these splints. The patients were good craftsmen and they worked on various machines. By involving their skills, Dr. Joshi was able to rehabilitate them as well as collaborate with them to convert his ideas into the splints that he desired. The ward was his workshop where he would spend his time innovating and solving the problem with using simple practical materials while practically applying his concepts on the patients and getting very good results. Dr. Joshi\'s widespread acclaim and international success can be contributed to Mr. Guy Pulvertraft, the Father of Hand Surgery in the UK. Experiencing Dr. Joshi\'s geniusness in the form of a wide range of hand reconstruction, he published an article on splints in the Hand volume of Rob and Smith of which was an editor, and also invited him to present his work in England. Besides physical rehabilitation, he also gave due importance to mental rehabilitation in patients with hand injuries.

After retirement, he kept on improvising surgical techniques and then he came up with his great and well-known invention of external stabilization system, which is known as Joshi external stabilization system (JESS) in today\'s world. This proved to be an economical as well as functional boon for many hand injury patients and soon it also found its greater role in congenital deformities of upper as well as lower limbs. Congenital talipes equino varus (CTEV) is a great example, where JESS has become an important tool of management. He organized many workshops and trained many surgeons in his system, and even today, his students organize several JESS workshops every year. Being a true philanthropist, he did not get his techniques and instruments patented so that they can be used for a greater human service. Ganga Hospital at Coimbatore has a collection of his books and original work including photographs of his patients, which are open to anybody interested in his work.

He also served as the president of Indian Orthopedic Association in 1979. In his respect, the Indian Society for Surgery of Hand organizes B. B. Joshi oration every year in its annual meeting, which is delivered by a hand surgeon of international repute. It is Dr. Joshi\'s dedication, perseverance, and tenacity that made him the Pioneer of Hand Surgery in India.
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